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Abstract. It is very important for the existing warning system to detect low altitude target with 
acoustic detection due to the blindness of the traditional radar detection. Electronic devices are used 
in acoustic detection to receive the threat target’s sound wave in order to obtain the target’s 
attributes such as coordinates, tracks and categories. Comparing with the traditional warning 
technology, the warning technology based on acoustic detection has the features of not being to get 
found easily, to be affected by visibility when being armed. It is especially suitable to defense 
against the low altitude threat target. Being one of the most popular warning technology, the 
warning technologies based on acoustic detection has its unique advantages in the field of 
localization, recognition and other areas, and has attracted more and more attention of the military 
departments of all countries. In this paper, the warning technology based on acoustic detection is 
introduced briefly, including basic theory, development history, application in military and 
shortages. In addition, the localization algorithm with five- element cross array and the theory on 
acoustic target recognition are discussed in detail, and its utilization prospects are pointed out 
finally. 

1. Introduction 

With the development of radar technology, the detection range and accuracy of radar doubled 
during the early 21st century. The active radars are mainly used in the warning system at present. 
However, the curvature of the earth and the shading of the terrain have great influence on the 
detection performance of radar. It is difficult to reach the range of elevation angle 0°~90° under 
the existing conditions. Usually there is a 60°~80° headspace blind and low altitude blind space in 
traditional [1]. The method of adding high elevation angle wide beam antenna [2] can only increase 
the complexity and cost, reduce the maneuverability, but cannot solve the problems. Although some 
radars are developed for low altitude blind spot, such as Pluto radar [3] which used the approach of 
super-cosecant squared beam [4], it is also difficult to detect close to the ground plane	 0° . In 
addition, the terrain shielding angle has a greater impact on the detection range, as long as the angle 
increased slightly, the detection range decline sharply. So it is difficult to detect low altitude target 
with the traditional radar.  

To meet the needs of China's economic and social development, the State Council and the 
Central Military Commission jointly issued the Opinions on Deepening the Reform of China's Low 
Altitude Airspace Management [5]. It suggests promoting and deepening the management reform of 
low altitude airspace and decides to open up airspace below 1 000 meters gradually. Helicopters, 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), cruise missiles and stealth aircraft fly at low altitude frequently. 
Their small RCS and short flight time shorten radar’s response time and reduce the targets’ 
interception probability. It is difficult for radar to capture air intelligence at low altitude due to the 
strong electromagnetic interference, complex terrain and meteorological conditions. With these 
complex conditions, low altitude warning is more difficult. 

The technology of low altitude early waring based on acoustic detection detects low altitude air 
intelligence using the principles of acoustic detection. It compensates the disadvantages of existing 
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radar for low altitude warning. It is especially suitable for the detection of acoustic target at low 
altitude. Thus the capabilities of low altitude reconnaissance and warning will be improved. 

2. Development status 

  Acoustic detection technology was born in the First World War, during which the sound detector 
was used to detect the incoming enemy aircraft and artillery position. It achieved good results in the 
battlefield. But because of its slow response time and low measurement accuracy, it gradually 
replaced by radars which are long-term used in the field of air defense warning since then . With the 
development of IC and IT, acoustic detection technology has re-boarded to the historical stage of air 
defense warning. The unique advantage of passive detection has won the favor of military 
departments of all countries and it is successfully applied to underwater and low altitude warning. 

2.1 Foreign development status 

With the increasing complexity of modern electromagnetic environment, there are also some 
blind areas in radar detection. Acoustic detection technology is used in air defense warning once 
again due to the unique advantages. With the development of low altitude penetration technology, 
anti-radiation technology, stealth technology and electronic jamming technology, the United States, 
Britain, and Israel developed acoustic detection products which can be used to detect and locate the 
helicopters, UAVs and artilleries. 

The United States Dedrone Company has developed a special UAVs detection system [6] to 
prevent potential terrorist attacks, which uses distributed acoustic and optical sensor to detect UAVs. 
UAVs can be detected over 80m. When installed, the system can protect the full airspace with 
sensors. It warns the illegal invasion of UVAs. What’s more, the system updates the feature 
databank with cloud computing technology timely. 

British BAE System Company developed the HALO Mark2 artillery localization system [7]. The 
system is successful armed in the Balkans, and now available to the British Ministry of Defense 
Advanced Sound Detection Plan (ASP). The system can detect the coordinate of artillery and 
mortar using passive acoustic localization technology. 

The Search Helicopter acoustic detection system [8] developed by Sweden is equipped with 
signal processing and display units. It can locate the armed helicopter within 6 km and determine 
the flight direction of the helicopter in 4s. The system can display the coordinate, category and 
status of the helicopter. It updates every 2s 

Cooperative group TTCP-AG6 [9] which consists of United States, Britain, Canada and Australia 
proposes to use the 16 elements cross array to detect the low altitude UAVs, the experimental 
results show that the detection method can undertakes low altitude warning tasks. 

2.2 Domestic development status 

The work of China’s low altitude warning based on acoustic detection started later. Human and 
financial resources are relatively inadequate. We studied the acoustic detection technology from the 
beginning of 90s. After more than 20 years’ development and the support of related research topics, 
the acoustic detection technology have achieved some corresponding results. There are many 
institutes achieving good result in acoustic detection. For example, the Institute of Acoustics of the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences developed acoustic detection and warning network to locate and 
recognize helicopters, cruise missiles and so on. Nanjing University of Science and Technology 
studies on Anti-helicopter Mine [10] to defense against low-flying threat helicopters, and 
Northwestern Polytechnic University studies on the acoustic localization [11] successfully and 
novel algorithm of passive detection was proposed. 
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1,2,3,4  is the signal delay between the th  sensor and the origin sensor , c denotes 
the velocity of sound in the air, 340 ⁄ . 

  (1) 

  Considering the geometrical of the target and the acoustic array, we have the following relations 
respectively. 

 

2 2 sin cos 0
2 2 sin sin 0
2 2 sin cos 0
2 2 sin sin 0

 

(2a) 
(2b) 
(2c) 
(2d) 

  Summing the Eqs. (2a)-(2d),we have the following target location equations. 

 
4

2 ∑
 (3) 

 arctan  (4) 

and 

 arcsin  (5) 

  Eqs. (3)-(5) show that we can locate the low altitude acoustic target of interest accurately by the 
Time Delay of Arrival (TDOA) [14]. Nowadays , time delay estimation algorithms mainly include 
generalized cross correlation algorithm (GCC) [16], time-delay estimation based on spectrum [17], 
and delay estimation algorithm based on higher order cumulant [18] and so on. 

3.2 Acoustic target recognition 

  Target recognition is one of the most important tasks of the warning. Target recognition belongs 
to the category of pattern recognition. It takes the d-dimensional feature column vector  as input 
which is the characteristic of the observed acoustic signal. The real number  is the output of the 
function	 , and  is determined by	  to be the class of , , ⋯ , . Normally the 
sample 1,2,⋯ ,  consists of  input samples. Typical target recognition system usually 
consists of the following components: signal acquisition, signal pre-processing, feature extraction 
and classifier design, as shown in Fig.2. 

 
Fig.2 Schematic diagram of acoustic target recognition 

 
  Signal acquisition is the process which use acoustic sensors to sample the acoustic signal from 
the target of interest and then quantify and code the signal. Pre-processing is to detect abnormal 
data [19] and de-noise for the input sample data before feature extraction to improve the SNR. The 
suitable de-noising algorithm can effectively remove the influence of natural background colored 
noise on the target acoustic signal and improve the robustness and accuracy of the target recognition 
system. There are many typical de-noising algorithm, such as wavelet de-noising [20], spectral 
subtraction de-noising [21], de-noising based on the independent analysis [22], de-noising based on 
empirical mode decomposition [23], and de-noising based on the blind source separation [24], etc. 
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Feature extraction is a key step in the recognition system, which is to extract the feature vector from 
the pre-processed signal that contains the acoustic target characteristic. It is also regarded as a 
projection of the original data space to the feature space, which requires large dispersion between 
classes, small dispersion within the class. There are many excellent algorithm, such as frequency 
domain features [25], parametric model features [26], time-frequency features [27], auditory 
perceptual features [28] and visual features [29], etc. The classifier is designed to classify rules so 
that the recognition rate of the target is minimized by this rule. Neighborhood [30], neural network 
[31], support vector machine [32] and hidden Markov model [33] are commonly used. 

4. Development tendency 

  Modern war is information-led war, timely and accurate warning directly affects the system of 
information rights. The low altitude warning technology based on acoustic detection has the unique 
advantage in combat because of its nature. Some weapons fail directly due to the strong 
electromagnetic interference in the battlefield. However, acoustic sensors are not affected by it. It 
provide a new way to detect and warn for low altitude target which makes up for the blind space of 
the existing air defense warning system. Therefore acoustic detection equipment is essential to 
future battlefield, it should improve detection equipment performance and enrich their species from 
the practical point. 
  (1) The core of the warning is the discovering the target timely and accurately, which requires the 
acoustic sensor should have a wide frequency response range, small distortion, dynamic range, high 
sensitivity, and anti-noise ability. But the existing acoustic sensors are not sufficient to meet the 
above requirements. A new type of acoustic sensors should be vigorously developed with high 
performance. 

(2) The number of acoustic sensors and array layout directly affect the positioning accuracy of 
the target. In order to maximize the positioning accuracy and the range, it should be developed from 
the existing layout mode to the stereo cross-over random array. The coordination and performance 
complementation between sensors in the array can overcome the disadvantages of the simple one 
sensor through the integration of multiple acoustic sensors. 
  (3) The acoustic detection sensor is easily affected by the natural background noise, which 
greatly reduces the detection range, detection accuracy and target recognition performance. In order 
to guarantee the system’s robustness, we can reduce the influence of background noise from 
hardware and algorithm.  

(4) To achieve full airspace, full frequency, and multi-target low altitude warning, it can integrate 
a variety of detection methods, which complement each other to make up for the detection of 
vulnerabilities. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, the low altitude warning based on acoustic detection is introduced in detail, the 
basic concepts and the problems are discussed. At the same time, the present and future potential 
values are introduced. With its development, the solution to the problem is not fully worked out, 
and there is still a gap between the actual utilization and the theory. But its potential application in 
the field of air defense warning value for all to see. 
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